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BOARDING

Your Boarding Could be DENIED

CHOOSE THE CRUISE APPROVED 
Golden Buzzaround CarryOn Foldable Scooter

RELAX! Golden Has You Covered!

IF YOUR SCOOTER DOESN’T MEET CRUISE LINE REQUIREMENTS!

The Golden Buzzaround CarryOn IS THE FIRST lightweight,
portable scooter and was specifically designed for 

12" underbed storage in cruise line staterooms.

SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR CRUISE LINE DETAILS…

(Unless... it’s the 

Buzzaround CarryOn!)
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TIP: Check with your cruise line or refer to specific cabin
information for accurate underbed measurements. 
A typical range for underbed storage height on 
cruise ships is between 8 to 12 inches (20 to 30 cm).
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CHOOSE THE GOLDEN CARRYON!
Customer Testimonial after taking the CarryOn on a cruise:

“Scooters that do not fit will not be allowed on board,
should a guest be unable to make alternate arrangements
to rent a smaller scooter or travel without one, boarding
will be denied, and a refund issued to the original form  
of payment.”

“If you or another guest in your stateroom will be traveling
with a scooter, it must collapse for safe storage in a
designated area inside the stateroom.”

“Assistive vehicles must be stored inside the stateroom.”

“Scooters may not be stored in corridors or public areas.”

R E P O R T S :

“The BuzzAround CarryOn scooter has truly changed my life! My wife and I love
to travel, but my physical limitations used to hold me back. Discovering this
scooter changed everything. Its lightweight design and strong performance
have allowed us to enjoy our adventures again. Folding it up for storage is easy,
and the battery lasts a long time.

Everywhere we go, people ask me about it. I love showing off how easy it is to
fold and how well it moves in tight spots. It's the perfect travel companion.

Thank you, Golden Technologies, for giving me my life back!”
Lou L. riding the wave... 

A Buzzaround CarryOn Enthusiast

Convenient kickstand 
for small space storage!


